PARDON ME

PARDON ME but I find it necessary to mention and
Point out that society along the I.D.O.C. and prisons,
Across America are resistant to God’s will and the acceptance,
Of forgiveness.

The I.D.O.C. prison systems are unnecessarily overcrowded,
Currently it’s an estimated two point three million men,
And women in prison, and collectively a total six million
People fills the Judicial trough of persons in prison and,
Or on parole probation, house arrest, etc. etc.

The media and public relation executives purposely,
Exaggerate the dangerousness and security levels of,
Prisons to solicit extra funding to line the pockets,
Of crooked prison officials and guards who flagrantly,
Abuse over time that inflates pay rolls by claiming,
Falsely the need for more guards per inmate to keep,
Dangerous inmates in check.

Relatively as is already exposed in previous data and study,
The Illinois judicial court system isn’t properly following
Article 1, Section 11 of the United States Constitution,
When sentencing convicted persons in Illinois.
Article 1. Section 14 of the United States Constitution provides as followed that a convicted person in Illinois, shall be sentenced with the concept of restoring that person back to useful citizenship.

Today prisons across America use a cookie cutter prototype of corrupt schemes and machinations to falsely exaggerate the dangerousness and violence within prisons to balloon their pay rolls as they claim the need for more security and officers to protect public safety.

Moreover, the inner actions of prisons and their often private, hidden lifestyles have become visual fodder for reality television. The morbid allure and commercial fascination of prison lifestyles creates a commercial interest that's used to support reality TV.

It appears everyone is in on the action for making money off prisons, one such person is a company run by Bob Barker, not the Bob Barker from the TV series Game Show, price is right, but a Mr. Bob Barker who has made a business from scratch in selling products to prisons, which he created from a small investment from 1970 until now in the 2000s.
Bob Barker now sits on the board of directors of a million-dollar company that uses the space of a 200,000-square-foot building to manufacture and supply products for prisons across many states.

The truth needs very little support to reveal, prison systems are operating on a fast track, systematically and structurally using falsehoods and backward policies to perpetuate a negative fake news atmosphere that report prisons of today as being overwhelmingly dangerous apparatuses that must be continuously fed with tax payers' dollars, to keep up with the always present dangerousness of today's prison systems. As a consequence of these exaggerated circumstances, the positive advancements of prisoners get overlooked.

The American criminal justice system is in lock step, with the purposeful disregard for the truth when it comes to reported prison conditions. Because the powers that be want society to support and give interest to lock 'em up and throw away the key type mentality opposed to reform.
PARDON ME

PARDON ME but I think it's worth mentioning that prisoners throughout the United States are doing a lot more than what's being reported and recognized by mass media to rehabilitate themselves and atone for their previously negative and corrupt behavior. And rightly so they should because that's part of real restorative justice.

I've been incarcerated thirty-two-straight-years, and forty years in total as part of my being a part of the Illinois prison industrialize system, and complex, I've watched all sorts of inmates, prisoners, convicts, residents, alike rehabilitate, themselves inspite of not because of a positive need for reform by the efforts of the I.D.O.C.

Today's violent murders and killers make the old rehabilitated, prisoners that have been warehoused beyond their true debt, and dangerousness to society look like a modern day boy scout or Jay Walker.

So pardon me while I humbly suggest that governmental officials and legislators start looking toward prison reform.